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We report on electronic transport measurements through a silicon double quantum dot consisting of a

donor and a quantum dot. Transport spectra show resonant tunneling peaks involving different valley

states, which illustrate the valley splitting in a quantum dot on a Si/SiO2 interface. The detailed gate

bias dependence of double dot transport allows a first direct observation of the valley splitting in

the quantum dot, which is controllable between 160 and 240 leV with an electric field dependence

1.2 6 0.2 meV/(MV/m). A large valley splitting is an essential requirement for implementing a physical

electron spin qubit in a silicon quantum dot. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945736]

Electrons confined in silicon nanostructures satisfy some

crucial requirements for the physical implementation of

quantum computation such as their long spin coherence time

and excellent controllability.1–4 To isolate two electronic

states used as qubit bases from other states, the degeneracy

of the silicon conduction band minima (valleys) must be

lifted. Recent investigations have revealed that a large spin-

valley hybridization relaxes electron spin qubit states rap-

idly,5,6 increasing the importance of controlling the valley

splitting.5,7–12 While electric field controllability of the val-

ley splitting in a quantum dot (QD) has been evaluated by

measuring spin relaxation,5 the direct measurement by trans-

port spectroscopy in a QD has not been reported.

In this paper, we report transport measurements through

a silicon double QD (DQD) consisting of a phosphorus donor

and an electrostatically defined QD.13–15 The donor ground

level is electrically tuned through resonance with the QD

valley ground and excited states, which results in two sepa-

rated resonant tunneling peaks. From the gate voltage de-

pendence of the separation between these peaks, we evaluate

the electric field dependence of the valley splitting in the

QD. The obtained electric field dependence of 1.2 meV/

(MV/m) is one order of magnitude larger than a previous

report on a thermal Si/SiO2 interface,5 being comparable

with that on a Si/SiO2 interface defined by oxygen implanta-

tions.7 Such a large electric field dependence provides an

effective experimental means to tune the valley splitting in
situ.

The valley degree of freedom plays an important role in

the electronic states in QDs formed in a silicon-on-insulator

(SOI) structure. For a free electron in bulk silicon, all six val-

leys labelled as 6kx, 6ky, and 6kz are energetically degener-

ate. Here, x, y, and z axes are chosen to be along the

crystallographic directions [100], [010], and [001], respec-

tively. In a two-dimensional electron system confined to the

(001) plane by a SOI interface, the anisotropy in the effective

mass lifts the sixfold degeneracy: the resultant states are the

twofold-degenerate lower energy state (j6kzi) and the

fourfold-degenerate higher energy state (j6kxi and j6kyi)
with an energy gap of several tens of meV.16 Furthermore,

the sharp confinement potential of the SOI interface mixes

j6kzi states into the valley ground and excited states, jgi and

jei.17–19 These low-lying eigenstates are energetically split

by an energy gap of the order of 0.1 meV on the thermally

defined Si/SiO2 interface referred to as valley splitting.5,6,8

An electric field perpendicular to the SOI interface changes

the coupling of j6kzi states, changing the size of the valley

splitting.5,7–11 In a QD defined on the SOI interface, each of

its orbital levels with typical level spacings of 0.1–10 meV is

further split by this valley splitting.6,20 On a donor site, on

the other hand, the valley ground state jAi21 and excited

states are gapped by excitation energies larger than

10 meV.22 This gap is of the same order as the donor orbital

excitation energy, which is larger than 30 meV.23 While it is

reported that an electric field perpendicular to the SOI inter-

face can induce a transition of the electronic wave function

from donor-like to QD-like, such an effect is only caused by

an electric field larger than the Coulomb field,20,24,25 which

is not the case in this experiment.

Inter-dot resonant tunneling in a DQD occurs when an

energy level in one site coincides with that in another site,

which is widely used to measure the DQD energy level spec-

tra.26,27 In typical transport measurements with a source-

drain bias of a few meV, there are no donor excited states ac-

cessible, in contrast with a QD which has several accessible

states, including the jgi and jei valley states and orbital

states. As a consequence, we can employ the energetically

isolated donor jAi state as a probe of the QD orbital and val-

ley eigenspectrum.

The device used in this study is a silicon field effect

transistor consisting of a silicon nano-wire etched from a 20-

nm-thick (100) silicon film on a SOI wafer. The SOIa)t.kobayashi@unsw.edu.au
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structure is fabricated by wafer bonding with hydrogen

implantations (the Smart-Cut
VR

technology).28 To obtain dop-

ant mediated transport, the silicon film is subjected to phos-

phorus implantation, which results in phosphorus

concentration of 1017 cm�3. Characteristics of devices fabri-

cated from the same SOI wafer have already been investi-

gated in previous works.25,29 The front gate stack fabricated

on the silicon film defines a channel region of

60 nm� 60 nm, which contains �7 phosphorus dopants. The

electronic energy levels of dopant and QD sites in the chan-

nel are tuned by front and back gate biases, VFG and VBG.

The source and drain regions are heavily n-doped. Transport

through the channel is measured by applying a bias voltage

VS to the source lead, while the drain lead is kept grounded

[Fig. 1(a)]. To perform radio-frequency (rf) reflectometry

measurements simultaneously, we attach an inductor of

1.2 lH to the source lead.13,14,29,30 This forms a tank circuit

with a parasitic capacitance of �0.5 pF and a resonant fre-

quency of 205 MHz, while we apply a slightly detuned rf sig-

nal (216 MHz) to the tank as a carrier signal. The carrier

power is kept small enough to avoid any change in the trans-

port measurements. The reflectometry probes any change in

the rf reflection coefficient around the resonant frequency,

which is caused by electron tunneling between a QD or donor

site and a lead, driven by the rf power. The rf signal applied to

the source lead is partially screened by the wrap-around front

gate. This suppresses the reflectometry signal from sites that

are only coupled to the drain lead. By combining this informa-

tion with the transport signal, which is only observed for sites

tunnel-coupled to both the source and drain leads, this tech-

nique uncovers the location of the individual sites between

which electronic transitions occur. All measurements were

carried out in a dilution refrigerator with base temperature of

�50 mK.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show typical transport and reflec-

tometry spectra, respectively, over a wide range of VFG and

VBG with VS¼�1 mV. At large VFG (VBG), both transport

and reflectometry signals simultaneously show almost peri-

odic peak structures denoted by solid (dashed) lines, which

we attribute to QD sites on the SOI interface of the front

(back) gate side. The separations of these lines, correspond-

ing to onsite Coulomb energies of �10 meV,31 support our

identification of a small QD. Apart from these periodic struc-

tures, the reflectometry signal exhibits two peaks along dot-

ted lines labelled a and b. These features have different

slopes from each other and the QDs; therefore, we attribute

them to two different donor sites.29 We confirmed this identi-

fication for the donor a, which is focused on in this paper,

from its large charging energy (>30 meV).31

Figure 2(a) shows a detailed transport spectrum with

VS¼�1 mV around the region enclosed by the solid circle

in Fig. 1(b). In this region, we observe a bias triangle struc-

ture, indicating series transport through two tunnel-coupled

sites. One site is identified as the donor site a by correspon-

dence between the slope of the side of the triangle indicated

by a dotted line and that of the donor site a in Fig. 1(c).

Single-site transport through another site is manifested as a

weak transport feature along the dashed line. From the simi-

larity of the slope of this line to the dashed lines in Figs. 1(b)

and 1(c), we identify this site as a back gate side QD. To

determine the detailed arrangement of the donor and QD

sites, we focused on the difference between transport and rf

reflectometry measurements. The single site transport

through the donor a, which is manifested as the transport sig-

nal along the dotted line a, is much weaker than the DQD

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic picture of the device structure and the measurement circuit. (b) Transport and (c) reflectometry spectra over a wide range of VFG and

VBG. Solid and dashed lines indicate features attributed to the front gate side and back gate side QDs, respectively. Dotted lines show the positions where a re-

flectometry signal attributed to donor sites a and b appears in (c).

FIG. 2. (a) A bias triangle structure in the region enclosed by the circle in

Fig. 1(b). Dashed and dotted lines, labeled back gate QD and a, respectively,

have the same slopes as those in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The filled circle, filled

square, and blank circle indicate transport features involving the ground

state, the valley excited state, and the orbital excited state in the QD, respec-

tively. (b) A schematic energy diagram of the donor-QD coupled system

which provides the bias triangle in (a). The levels in the QD denoted by

symbols involve the transport features indicated by the corresponding sym-

bols in (a). (c) Spin-blocked tunneling related to the valley ground state. (d)

Tunneling to the valley excited state. This tunneling is allowed because of

the degenerate jSgei and jTgei states.

152102-2 Kobayashi et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 152102 (2016)



transport in Fig. 1(b). This indicates that the donor site a is

well separated from at least one of the drain and source leads.

On the other hand, the signal of the donor site a strongly

appears in the reflectometry spectrum [Fig. 1(c)], meaning the

donor a has a large tunnel coupling to the source lead. By

combining these insights, tunnel coupling between the donor

a and the drain lead is determined to be suppressed. These ge-

ometrical characteristics are summarized into a donor-QD

coupled system depicted in Fig. 2(b), where a negative VS

drives electron transport through a sequential tunneling pro-

cess, from source! donor a! QD! drain.

The bias triangle in Fig. 2(a) shows a weak peak feature

along the base line of the triangle (filled red circle), which is

more apparent in the spectrum measured with a high resolution

at VS¼�3 mV [Fig. 3(a)]. This peak feature is attributed to

resonant tunneling between the donor and the QD ground

states. The bias triangle also shows transport structures attrib-

uted to the QD excited states. The open circle denotes the cur-

rent onset due to the resonance between the donor ground state

and a QD excited state. From its excitation energy of �1 meV

[equal to the source-drain bias in Fig. 2(a)], we can attribute

this to a QD orbital excited state. The filled blue square, on the

other hand, indicates a resonant tunneling structure involving

another excited state. Interestingly, the excitation energy esti-

mated at �0.2 meV is much smaller than the orbital excitation

energy just mentioned. If this would also be a QD orbital

excited state, more excited states should be visible in the bias

triangle, as the level spacings between orbital excited states do

not drastically change in a QD formed by a smooth in-plane

confinement well approximated by a parabolic potential.

Therefore, we conclude that the latter excited state belongs to

the same orbital as the ground state, and its valley state is iden-

tified as the jei state where the ground state has the jgi valley

state. While Fig. 3(a) also shows a large transport signal in the

black dotted box, this feature is the extension of an adjacent

transport feature unrelated to the DQD of interest.

Fig. 3(e) shows the magnetic field dependence of the

ground state peak as a function of back gate bias detuning

DVBG with respect to the valley excited state peak position at

VFG¼ 76.5 mV indicated by the vertical solid line. The

ground state peak indicated by the vertical dashed line is

suppressed with increasing magnetic field and disappears at

�200 mT. This magnetic field dependence indicates Pauli

spin blockade (PSB),32 which is consistent with the small in-

tensity of the ground state peak. From the restriction in the

electron configuration yielding PSB [Fig. 2(c)], the effective

occupancies of the donor a and the QD (na, nQD) are identi-

fied as (1, 1) [(0, 2)] before [after] the donor a! QD tunnel-

ing process.

The large intensity of the valley excited state peak pro-

vides an insight into the contribution of the valley degree of

freedom to spin relaxation. PSB occurs because the exchange

gap lifts the degeneracy of the spin singlet and triplet eigen-

states in the (na, nQD)¼ (0, 2) configuration.26 In a multi-

valley QD system, the exchange gap is determined by the

valley state in the (0, 2) charge configuration. The electron

in the QD in the (1, 1) configuration is assumed to take the

jgi valley state owing to the rapid valley relaxation. On this

assumption, an electron tunneling to the QD jei (jgi) state

results in the valley unpolarized (polarized) state jgei (jggi)
in the (0, 2) charge configuration, related to the excited

(ground) state peak. While the valley polarized state keeps

the spin singlet jSggi and the triplet jTggi eigenstates energet-

ically gapped [Fig. 2(c)], the valley unpolarized state makes

corresponding spin eigenstates jSgei and jTgei degenerate

[Fig. 2(d)].6 As a consequence, transport through the QD jei
state is not blocked by the PSB mechanism, manifesting

itself as a much larger peak than the ground state peak. We

note that in the context of spin qubit readout based on PSB, a

large valley splitting is desirable to suppress unwanted lifting

of the blockade via the valley excited state.

We estimate the electric field dependence from a detailed

analysis of the valley splitting. First, we obtain precise peak

positions by fitting a double peak function g(VFG, VBG)¼ fg(xg)

FIG. 3. (a) A high-resolution transport spectrum around the base line of the

same bias triangle structure shown in Fig. 2(a), measured at VS¼�3 mV.

The positions of the peaks involving the valley excited (blue square) and

ground (red circle) states are obtained from the fitting to the current spec-

trum in the solid box and plotted as the solid and dashed lines, respectively.

The grey-shaded area around the dashed line shows fitting error of the

ground state peak position. The high current area outlined by a dotted box

indicates the structure attributed to the extension of an adjacent transport

feature. (b) Slices of (a) at VBG¼ 3.458 V (square) and 3.472 V (circle). The

plots are offset vertically by 1 pA for clarity. The solid curves show the fit-

ting curves at these VBG. goffset(VFG, VBG) is plotted by the dashed curve at

each VBG. (c) The gate voltage dependence of the valley splitting. The grey-

shaded area shows the fitting error. The bottom axis indicates the electric

field at the corresponding gate voltage on the top axis. (d) The planar capaci-

tor model used to estimate the electric field. The estimated change in the

electric field is shown on the lower axis in (c). (e) Current measured at sev-

eral magnetic field values (0 to 280 mT with 40 mT step) as a function of

back gate bias detuning DVBG with respect to the position of valley excited

state peak (solid vertical line) at VFG¼ 76.5 mV. The traces are offset by

0.2 pA vertically for clarity.
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þ fe(xe)þ goffset(VFG, VBG), xi¼VBG�VBG,0,i� ciVFG (i¼ g, e)

to the current spectrum in the solid box in Fig. 3(a). For the

single peak function fi(VFG, VBG), we employ the convolu-

tion of a Lorentzian function L(x)¼Aw2/(x2þw2) and a tri-

angle function K(x)¼ (�x/lþ 1)h(x)h(�xþ l) [h(x) is the

Heaviside step function], because inelastic tunneling makes

both peaks asymmetric [Fig. 3(b)]. goffset(VFG, VBG) is an off-

set function to take account of single site transport through

the donor site.33 Figure 3(b) compares the data and g(VFG,

VBG) as a function of VFG at VBG¼ 3.458 and 3.472 V, where

the ground and excited state peaks are well developed,

respectively. The obtained positions of the ground (excited)

state peak are plotted as a dashed (solid) line in Fig. 3(a),

while their fitting errors are shown by the grey-shaded area

around these lines. These two lines have slightly different

slopes, which indicates a change in valley splitting from one

side of the triangle to the other. Figure 3(c) plots the obtained

VFG dependence of the valley splitting. The lower horizontal

axis shows the change in electric field perpendicular to the

SOI interface DEz estimated from VFG and VBG by a simple

planar capacitor model [Fig. 3(d)]. In this model, DEz is rep-

resented as DEz¼ (DVBG�DVFG)/[tchþ (tFþ tB)eSi/eSiO2
].

Here, we assume a channel thickness tch¼ 20 nm, front and

back gate oxide thickness, tF¼ 5 nm and tB¼ 145 nm, and

dielectric constants of Si and SiO2, eSi¼ 11.9 and eSiO2
¼ 3.8.

The electric field dependence of the valley splitting is esti-

mated at 1.2 6 0.2 meV/(MV/m). This value is one order of

magnitude larger than the previous report on a QD confined

to a thermally defined Si/SiO2 interface [0.13 and 0.27 meV/

(MV/m) in Ref. 5] and comparable with that of a SOI struc-

ture defined by oxygen implantations.7 The discrepancy

from Ref. 5 can be explained by the profile of our back-side

Si/SiO2 interface, which can contain interface defects gener-

ated by hydrogen implantations in the wafer bonding process

in comparison with the pure thermally defined Si/SiO2 inter-

face. The variation in the valley splitting can also originate

from lateral motion of the QD induced by change in gate

biases as reported in Ref. 12 rather than the change in the

electric field. The simplicity of our electrostatic model is

also a possible explanation; it does not include the effect of

the source and drain leads, possibly causing an underestima-

tion of the electric field. Donors near the QD site may also

enhance the electric field dependence of valley splitting via

orbital mixing between the QD and donors.20,24,25

In conclusion, we measured transport through a donor-

QD coupled system. The DQD transport spectrum reveals

the resonant tunneling features involving valley-split QD

levels. The gate bias dependence of these features enables a

direct measurement of the electric field dependence of the

valley splitting in the QD. The electric field dependence of

the valley splitting is estimated to be a larger value than pre-

viously reported.5 We note that this discrepancy can be

attributed to interface defects generated by hydrogen implan-

tations, lateral motion of the QD, the underestimation of the

electric field, or orbital mixing with nearby donors.
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